Mathematics International Exchange

» Go on an International Exchange in your third or fourth year.
» Choose from over 140 partner Universities found world wide.
» To qualify you will need to have a cumulative average of at least 70% when applying.
» Both Co-op and Regular students can apply.
» Both Canadian and International students can apply.
Prepare yourself

» Explore potential destinations further through Waterloo Passport (uwaterloo-horizons.symplicity.com).

» If you are interested in destinations such as Italy, France or Spain consider taking some language courses while at UWaterloo.

» Be more global! Use your exchange to gain a Global Experience Certificate. Further information can be found at uwaterloo.ca/international/go-abroad/students/get-your-global-experience-certificate.

Math in Europe

Wanting to go on an International study experience before your third or fourth year?

» Consider Math in Europe, further information can be found at: uwaterloo.ca/international/math-in-europe.

Find out more

Math Exchange Home Page
uwaterloo.ca/math/mathematics-international-exchange-students

Waterloo International Go Aboard
uwaterloo.ca/international/go-abroad

Direct inquiries to Cathy Honsberger, Administrative Coordinator, Exchange Programs
mathex@uwaterloo.ca